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LIST # 93
Welcome to List ---Coming up for fall---First up----Coin-Ex. This year a special anniversary event, it will be held Friday September 28
and Saturday September 29, on the show’s 40th anniversary. It will be a larger show than usual,
there is more space for tables in County Hall, described as an Edwardian Baroque style building
situated on the south side of the Thames next to Westminster bridge. The building overlooks the
houses of Parliament, and the London EYE. Oddly, the promoters failed to put the hours of
operation on the flyer I have, but first up, location----County Hall (ETCvenues) Belvedere
Road, London, SE1 7PB, nearest tube stop Westminster or Waterloo. Time not mentioned, but
if it follows usual protocol, it is open for early birds (think it is 30 pounds to get in), and at
Noon for us regular folks, always a decent show this one promises to be a bit special.
Auctions--Well, have changed both of these listings several times, I have no idea why, but the
Baldwin’s at St. James October sale has been cancelled. The DNW sale, which was cancelled,
is now back on again, this time on 3 October-- go to DNW.co.uk and look for current auctions
The auction venue was not listed, but is probably at 16 Bolton St, Picadilly, London. Viewing
is done there as well. (Just had a look, only a few pages, but some good things)
Baldwin’s at St. James will have a section in a November sale for tokens, featuring tokens that
have appeared before in the basement sales, as well as many that have not appeared, and some
great rarities, notably Anglesey pieces. Coming up, there will be some large groups taken from
the basement vaults, at bargain prices. Contact them for dates and times of the sales.
Token Congress----One of my favorite venues is the three day Token Congress. Dates, October 5,6,7. Cost for the
three days 195 pounds, and that includes 5 meals, including the banquet, the room for two
nights, all the talks on Saturday and Sunday morning, the bourse, where you can buy tokens
from a room full of dealers who sell them on Saturday night But the best part of a Congress is a
three day immersion in tokens, with folks with like mind, and the friends you will make have,
for me, been worth more than any token I have ever purchased there. This year it is back at the
Northampton Hilton. Due to health, I will not be at this year’s Congress. My first miss in the
last 17 years, am sorry to miss it but you do not have to, highly recommended!!
And, of course, if you need a new D&H, do not forget that they are available now, the price
$125 plus $10 for shipping, See page TWELVE for ordering and shipping information.
Available from yours truly in the USA, and from Alan Judd in the UK, micobwright@aol.com
this at 88 pounds.
Onward to the list-------
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As to this list, a couple of second chances, and some other material. You will find good things
as usual----I shall be at the same old stand for a little while, so the lists will keep on coming.
Tim Rollins will be taking over the 18th Century soon, but I will still be selling items that are in
my collection, some of it very special indeed. Enjoy the list---18th CENTURY TOKENS AS CATALOGUED BY DALTON AND HAMER
BEDFORDSHIRE & DEVONSHIRE, SEE BELOW
LEIGHTON BUZZARD 3c. 1794. Girl making Lace//A Lamb.Tad strike weakness on Lamb, minor mks,
Brown, great original luster, net grade AU----sharp looking. $110.
PUDDINGTON
Bedfordshire 5, or Devonshire 13. 1797.
Bust W. Waller//Ship. This token designated by D&H as being from Bedfordshire, but our own
Michael Dickinson found that Waller was from Puddington, Devonshire. Now Devonshire 13.
On this token Waller is noted as having no, or very little, hair detail which is normal!! The flan
has a few small flaws in it that appear natural, the lettering around is nearly new, so the piece is
probably far closer to UNC than to VF, I am calling it GVF. Handled, but the flan is remarkably clear.
The reverse, with the ship, is weak in the very center, and most of these found are that way. These
tokens were once thought to be rarer than we think today, but still it is RR. Might be 15 known now.
Michael Dickinson says he has traced 14 examples, and most have little, or no, hair detail. Michael
Dickinson’s excellent article on this token is to be found in CTCC Journal #50. Sell $995. NOW $895!!
Bargain!!

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
AYLESBURY
3
1796 Justice Seated,//Arms. Bronzed, luster, a toning spot at the rim on the
obverse at PE of penny, no wear. /sharp and nice expect for the spot. Fully UNC, net EF, price $75.
AYLESBURY
7.
1796 Bust Wm III///cap of liberty on a pole. An anti-slavery piece, it suffers
from weakness but it is better struck than most. No wear, but net AU, $135.
CHESHAM
20
1795 Lion over castle//Arms. UNC, minor mks, net EF $55. Choice AU $75.
SLOUGH
22
1794 Shield of Arms//Rampant Lion. 60% fading red, both sides, with no spots
of stains. UNC, really quite choice, $175. Nice token.
CHESHIRE
MACCLESFIELD 16
1790 Bust Charles Rowe//Woman, tools. Minor scratch, so tad red showing on
this nicely bronzed sharp specimen. For that, net AU. $110.
MACCLESFIELD 28
1791 Bust Charles Rowe/Woman, tools. Tad rub, full luster UNC/AU $125.
MACCLESFIELD 53.
1791, Bust Charles Rowe, Woman, mining tools. Sharp bronzed EF $55.
MACCLESFIELD 57
1792 Charles Roe//Woman, Mining tools. Nice AU, $65. Luster, UNC $125.
CUMBERLAND
LOW HALL
1
1797 Man and Horse working a whim//Low Hall Colliery. RARE, this is UNC
with the obverse R&B, the reverse brown and prooflike. Choice example, $850.
GLOUCESTERSHIRE
#5 and 6 are Penny Tokens.
GLOUCESTER
5
1797 St. Michael’s Church//Arms of Gloucester. Bronzed, nice UNC $175.
GLOUCESTER
6.
1797. St. Nicholas’s Church//Arms of Gloucester. Bzd, 1 mark, UNC $115.
BADMINTON
24
1795 Bust George III//Duke of Beaufort, &c. BZD, minor mark, UNC $110.
HEREFORDSHIRE
HEREFORD
1
1796 Bull breaking it’s chains//Apple tree. Penny token. Nice. GEF $275.
HEREFORD
3
1796 Bull breaking it’s chains//Apple tree, Plough. Nice surfaces, but minor
problems, tree weak in center. The #2 and #3 are rare and not seen often. This piece EF+, pleasing, $355
HERTFORDSHIRE
ST. ALBANS
2
1796 Radiated crown//Prince of Wales’ crest. Obverse 90% fading red, the
reverse 20% fading red----luster, nice piece, UNC $395.
ST. ALBANS
5
ND FARTHING---Crown in radiation/ Prince of Wales crest. Underlying red
both sides, full luster UNC, RARE $375. The strike is weak on a few feathers. Price net AU.

KENT
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DEAL
11
1794 Ship//Arms of the Cinque Ports—rev strike a bit soft—UNC $115.
GOUDHURST
28a
1794 Kentish Horse//Arms. Edge, Fuggles XXXXX. Ch UNC $165.
GOUDHURST
28b
1794 As the last, but edge is Fuggles +++++. This piece some red, luster, usual
die flaw at date. Both of these types fairly common, but UNC not so, this UNC $165.
HAWKHURST
30
1794 Kentish horse in shield//cypher, wheat sheaf. Tad rubbed, EF $45.
HYTHE
31
1794 Ancient Ship//Cinque port arms. UNC $135.
LAMBERHURST
35
1794 Arms of Chichester//Arms of Canturbury. Ch UNC, nice $125.
STAPLEHURST
40
1794 IS Cypher, stag’s head//Kentish Horse. Hard to find with a full strike, this
one is much the same, thus a very nice AU, good eye appeal, $75.
LANCASHIRE
LANCASTER
55
1794 Arms of Lancaster//Bust, Prince of Wales. The edge blundered, with “London or
Liverpool” upside down to rest of edge letters. . Better grade than usual, and an interesting error----Ch AU $75.
ECCLESTON
58
1794 Bust Eccleston//Ship. Nice strike, some red UNC $135.
LIVERPOOL
64
1791 Ship//Arms of Liverpool, tad red and a choice UNC $145.
MANCHESTER
131
1793 Grocer’s Arms//E. India Company bale mark. Nice AU $75.
MANCHESTER
131e 1793 Porter carrying pack//Shield of Arms. Full luster, some red and nice UNC $125.
LINCOLNSHIRE
LINCOLN
1
1795 Arms of Lincoln//A Wheat Sheaf. Fairly RARE token, with red in the devices
and choice surfaces. Very nice luster------$315.

MIDDLESEX Penny tokens---- All nice---a large selection with many rarities.
WESTWOOD
7
1797 A Pattern Penny, in hopes of gaining the coining contract ultimately won
by Boulton---Bust of George III//Britannia seated on a cannon. Flawless bronzed UNC, RARE $700.
WESTWOOD
1006 1797 The pattern halfpenny to go with the above penny. Actually harder to find
nice than the penny, the design is the same as last, and is a lustrous bronzed UNC, RARE, $750.
MILTON’S
24
1796 Rebello’s honorarium by his son, obverse, Hackney Church//Reverse,
Father Time with a coin cabinet, open, no viewer. David Alves Rebello passed away in 1795. These
were struck to trade, only 28 made, very rare and exceptionally rare this nice!! This an original strike
with full original luster, bronzed, super choice, doubt there is a better one, $2950 and of course, UNC.
This piece from my collection, and one of my favorite designs.
MASONIC
33
1795 Cupid, Masonic emblems//Freemason’s Arms. Most seen are weak or
worn, this a nice strong strike and UNC, some red and great surfaces over all. Rare thus, $395.
KEMPSON
51
ND Christ’s Church Hospital//Arms of London. Sharp, some red, UNC $185
KEMPSON
68
ND View of London Bridge//Britannia seated, PK cypher. Luster, underlying
red, Houses taken down 1758, obverse and reverse very nice, UNC $450. Rare.
KEMPSON
70
1797 Justice Standing//Westminster Bridge. Super surfaces, Ch UNC $395.
KEMPSON
71
1797 Justice Standing//Blackfriar’s Bridge. Obv R&B, nice surfaces UNC $395.
LONDON & West 94
1797 St. Paul’s School/Arms of London Super luster, bronzed UNC $425.
GLOBE
137
1797 Godstone Tower, Surry//Globe. Bronzed, full strike, luster UNC $425.
NATIONAL
177
1789 Geo III//Visited St. Paul’s. Gilt, some wear, net AU $110.
RECOVERY
179
1789 George III//Restored to health, Urn, serpent. This piece silver, nice luster,
minor wipe, $350. THE NEXT FEW HAVE THE SAME BASIC DESIGN, VARIOUS METALS.
RECOVERY
179 1789 As the last, this piece bronzed copper, fully UNC, superb $450.
RECOVERY
180
1789 As the last, this SILVER, usual small rim flaw, choice UNC $350.
RECOVERY
180
1789 Geo.III//Urn, snake.AE Bit of wear, & strike weakness. GVF, better $135.
RECOVERY
180bis II 1795. Bust Queen Charlotte facing left, // Reverse, “Frogmore”. Bronzed, full
strike, no rub, flan slightly rough in a couple places, but nice, and very RARE. UNC $450.
RECOVERY
181
179
George III//Urn, serpent. This piece in Barton’s Metal, with a gilt edge.
Net AU for minor rim tics, designs not affected, Barton’s metal quite RARE. $350.
NATIONAL
185
1788/9 George III//”When we forget him” &c. EF, nice flan, $75.

MIDDLESEX Penny Tokens, continued PAGE FOUR
NATIONAL
187
1793 Bust George III//King and Constitution, Rays. No pesting 99% bright,
essentially new, and quite RARE thus, $375.
NATIONAL
194
ND Bust George III//Guildhall—(for naval thanksgiving)--- this in cupronickel, struck around 1870. Strike weakness makes it GVF, a rare offering $225.
NATIONAL
201
1788 Bust WM III//Briton’s will never be slaves, &c, Full brilliance white
metal, about as made and as new, $250. Seldom found like this.
PAINE
208
ND Bust Thomas Paine//Mountain in Labor. On a dark white metal flan.
No pesting on the obverse, minor amounts on the reverse, the flan larger than usual and interesting to
look at. Obverse easily AU, no marks, problems. Net grade GVF, $795.
POL—SOCIAL
223
ND Bust of Fox//Resistless speaker, &C. Copper, with Red in the devices, no
marks, very superior look and seldom found this nice. No disappointments UNC $225
POL-SOCIAL
231 ND
A Deer//A Plough. RR, ex Spink, Ex Noble, Ex Robbie Brown. Copper,
minor wear on high points , the obverse with a stain above and to the left of the deer, otherwise just nice
surfaces with decent luster. An always in demand piece, net AU, super RARE, hard to find $495.
SLAVE
235
ND
Kneeling Slave///”Whatever ye would do” &c. White metal, no pesting,
nice surfaces, the metal being White Metal with a darker look, nice token, net at GEF, $850.
MIDDLESEX HALFPENCE---BIGGAR’S
256
1796 Spring Garden Coffee House//Biggar’s army list, &c. Mr Biggar sold his
wares and provided a service for servicemen, but he went bankrupt, regretfully. Strike tad weak, price is
EF $135.
BURCHELL’S
274. ND
Sugar plums &C//Anodyne necklace. Quack doctor cure, R&B AU+ $75.
CHELSEA
277
1795 Sailor, wooden leg, petitions Britannia//Hope, Anchor &c. A very nice
example of this well done token, full strike and luster, choice UNC $135.
FILTERING STONE 292
1795 A filtering stone//Coventry street. Luster, UNC and very sharp $115.
DENNIS
297d 1795 Wheat Sheaf//Sunday baking laws. FULL strike, part red UNC $195.
These are very rare indeed with the wheat sheaf fully struck. I have seldom seen one like it.
DODD’S
300
ND Bust Handel//Lyre in radiation. Thin flan, perfect surfaces, net AU $55.
EATON’S
301
1795 Bust Eaton//Cock and Swine. Tad red, nice strike, surfaces, UNC $145.
FOWLER’S
306
1794 Neptune, with his trident//Whale, boat, fishermen. UNC and fully red, but
I think the obverse has been wiped. Still pretty. The reverse seems unwiped, and mostly original red, but
the claim to fame is the never seen perfect strike!!I am impressed!! But, price only $145. This piece
would be double that if it had not had a bit of tampering.
HATFIELD’S
323
1795 Naked leg in circle///Boot, shoe manufactory. Brown, nice UNC $125.
IBBERSON’S
343
ND St. George, Dragon//Mail coaches &c. Brass, as are all 343’s, and done in
later years by Taylor. Some die rust but super strike, net AU $150.
LYCEUM
362a
ND Mercury standing on horseback//Man standing on head on the point of a
sword. Very choice brown UNC $155.
MOORE’S
389a 1795 Girl making lace//Scroll, &C. Prooflike R&B UNC $175.
NEWGATE
393
1794 Newgate prison//4 inmates---interesting satire---Ch UNC $135.
SHACKLETON’S 477a 1794 Royal Arms//A candle mould. 80% red UNC $165. A R&B AU $95.
SKIDMORE
645
1797 St. Michel Wood Street//Cypher. Minor mks, net EF $75.
SKIDMORE
661
ND View of Temple Bar//Cypher. Ch bronzed UNC $165.
SPENCE
678a` 1794 Bust Spence//Rouse Britannia. Nice surfaces. UNC $295
SPENCE
699
ND Spence, Bookseller & c//Minerva standing. No marks, no spots, this token
with a strong strike on Minerva---one of best I have seen. Super UNC $335.
SPENCE
741
1796 A Coining Press//A crowned harp. Luster, brown UNC nice $225.
SPENCE
842b
ND A Pig, trampling the crown// 3 Thomas’s. Flan flaw on rev, EF net $110.
SPITTAL’S
902
1795 St. Paul’s Cathedral//Arms. Nice brown fully struck UNC $115.
NATIONAL
939
1789 George III//Crown, laurel. BRASS, bit weak strike, net EF+ nice $75.

MIDDLESEX FARTHINGS
PAGE FIVE
ORCHARD
1060 1796 Bust Orchard//RO cypher. Nice luster, R&B UNC $145.
ORCHARD
1061 1803 Orchard, tea dealer &c//Turk, bales of goods. Bzd UNC just $85.
PIDCOCK
1066 ND Elephant//2 headed Cow. Full strike with luster, nice UNC $145.
SPENCE
1089 ND Adam and Eve//A kneeling Slave. RARE, this has a nice flan, no marks or
problems, but some wear, nets VF/GVF, really a nice looking piece. $155.
SPENCE
1091 1795 A Cat//Hand holding book, “Pigs Meat”. NO flaws seen here, this token
usually has some, often major. Well centered, struck wonderfully, just Super, tad red and UNC $450.
SPENCE
1112 1795 3 Thomas’s//King riding a bull with head of an ass. Brown UNC $125.
SPENCE
1117 1795 3 Thomas’s//A Pig trampling the crown. 80% RED UNC $185.
NATIONAL
1144 1795 Prince and Princes of Wales//His Crest. Ch UNC $85.
SOCIAL SERIES
1168 1796 Bust to Right, sprigs//Shield, pro bono public. EF/VF+, good flan $45.
NORFOLK
WROXHAM
1
1797. Threepence token!! Wheelbarrow//D. Collier, three pence, payable at
Wroxham. Strange combination, couple light marks on the reverse, the obverse with a small cut in the
field, and a couple of almost invisible spots. Rest of token, both sides, decent luster and good eye appeal
with some red. UNC, with the above small problems. A good deal, selling under cost, at $250.
NORWICH
28
1792 Arms of Norwich//Shopfront in a circle. Strike weakness, GEF $75. EF $55
NORWICH
46a
1793 Mounted Dragoon//Norwich barracks. About UNC, nice for this $95.
YARMOUTH
54
1796 Woman, Scroll//Asia, Africa, America petition Britannia.. Very flashy
luster and a very sharply struck UNC $175.
SHROPSHIRE
Coalbrook DALE
11
1792 The Iron Bridge, ship below///Inclined Plane. RR, one of a few really
tough ones, this is equal to the one in my collection. GVF-EF, $185.
Coalbrook Dale
14
1792 Design as the last, luster, AU just a tad of rub $120.
SHREWSBURY
25d
1794 Woolpack//Arms –3 leopards. Part red, nice UNC $135.
SOMERSETSHIRE
BATH
36c
ND John Howard//Woman, Boy, key to prison. Decent strike, UNC $95.
BATH
50c
1794 A Camel//India House. Red in devices, UNC $145.
BATH
52
1796 A Camel//India House RARE to RR, they do not show up often, my
records show that I have had only two of these. A couple small spots, but UNC-AU, $185.
SUFFOLK
BUNGAY
21a
1795 Justice, pedestal//Hand and scroll. 50% RED, nice luster UNC $155
BUNGAY
22d
1794 Justice Standing//Bigod’s Castle. 50% red, luster, UNC $155.
BURY
28c
ND Arms of Bury//Tea Kettle, Stove. Luster, minor mks, net AU $85.
BURY
29
ND Ancient Gateway//A Book. Tad weak on gate, UNC $135.
BURY
30
1795 Auctioneer, hammer//Fame, Trumpet. Choice brown UNC $135. AU $65.
HAVERHILL
31
1794 Man in Loom//Cypher. Superb for issue, nice UNC $135. AU, $50.
HOXNE
33a
1795 Soldier, horse//Castle in garter. Fading red, UNC $95.
SUDBURY
38
1793 Arms of Sudbury//Pro bono publico. EF, $45. GVF $35. Both are nice.
SURREY
CROYDEN
7
1797 A Tea Pot//Cypher. Probably AU, on rough flan, strike weak net Fine,
$25.
CROYDEN
8
1797 A Tea Pot//Cypher. Cypher weak in center, tea pot with small dark area as
made, this one pretty darn nice, again, probably UNC but brown with luster, net AU, SCARCE $110.
GUILDFORD
9
ND Bishop Blaze//Castle, Lion (arms of Guildford), some red, UNC $125.
SUSSEX
BNRIGHTON
6.
ND Officer Standing---view of the siege of the Bastille. Weak strike on
figures, both sides, but also some luster, net EF, chance to get one reasonably, $65.
CHICHESTER
15.
1794 Elizabeth I/Chichester Cross. From unbroken die, luster UNC $135.
FRANT
23
1794 GR cypher//Shield of arms. Superb surfaces and luster, UNC $125.

WARWICKSHIRE
PAGE SIX 1 is 2/6. 3 is 1/6 13-37 ARE PENNIES.
WORKHOUSE
1
1788 Female giving alms to man and boy// Workhouse Cypher.
This is 2 shillings, sixpence. Brass, very minor marks but no rub, net EF++, luster $235.
WORKHOUSE
3
ND Beehive, Bees// 1.6 otherwise blank. Scarce, UNC $250.
PERRINS
13
1789 Bust Perrins//Bella Horrida &c. Nice GVF $55. Nice GEF $125.
WYON
25
1796 An Obelisk//PW Cypher. Couple tiny marks, UNC, net AU $145.
BIRMINGHAM
34
1791 The Monster Sedition---//Snake in the Grass. White metal, and very nice,
from the unfilled obverse die, this piece original and mostly bright. Superb example, RR, $895.
BIRMINGHAM
37
ND Fasces, Union Mill. // #1365. Unmarked and nice GVF. $125.
WARWICKSHIRE -- halfpennies
Coining & Copper
74c
1794 Woman, Fasces//Stork. Nice and high grade for counterfeit, EF $125.
Following is a group of Mining and Copper pieces in high grade, opportunity calls--MINING & Copper 93
1792 Woman, Fasces//Stork, one spot otherwise very choice $95.
MINING & Copper 95
1792 As the last, tad red but mostly brown UNC, nice luster $175.
MINING & Copper 96
1792 As the last, Scarce type, Superb R&B UNC $185.
MINING & Copper 97
1792 As the last, Scarce, light handling, but UNC $145.
MINING & Copper 102
1792 As the last, R&B, rev lots of red, UNC $165.
HALLAN’S
128
1792 Hallan’s &c,//Payable at the intelligence office. For strike GF, $85.
Another, AU-UNC with red in the devices, (all have weak strikes, it seems) $175.
HICKMAN’S
144 1792 Bust Howard//Cypher. Dark AU, $55.
KEMPSON’S
151
ND St.Bartholemew’s Chapel// Kempson rev #3. Full luster UNC $145
KEMPSON’S
156
ND St. Mary’s Chapel//Rev #3. Full luster UNC $145
KEMPSON’S
203 1796 New Brass Works//Rev. #3 Choice UNC $135.
LUTWYCHE’S
219
ND Justice Seated//Coining Press. Some red, minor handling, UNC/AU $85.
SKIDMORE’S
224
1792 Bust Gen Eliot//Cypher. Scarce to RARE, this a choice UNC $295.
COVENTRY
233
1792 Lady Godiva//Elephant and Castle. AU Ex Lincoln collection. $95.
COVENTRY
238
1793 Lady Godiva//Elephant and Castle. UNC, luster, super grade $125.
COVENTRY
293
1797 Ford’s Hospital, Arms of Coventry, rev #1. Prooflike luster UNC $155.
WILKINSON
339
1792 Bust Wilkinson//Ship. Far nicer than usual, NEF $135
WILKINSON
389
1792 Bust Wilkinson//Man at forge. Bronzed, PL UNC, $185’
WILKINSON
393a 1793 Bust Wilkinson//Man at forge. Bronzed Proof, super UNC $225.
WILKINSON
454
1792 Bust Wilkinson//Vulcan at Forge. RARE, minor mks, net AU $145
BIRMINGHAM
479
1792 General Elliot//Fleur de Lis. Farthing, this piece exceptional, a choice
brown UNC with nice luster. Ex Longman. $225.
WILTSHIRE
HOLT
3
ND Fame, Trumpet//Spa House. Red in devices, $125. 40% red, $145.
HOLT
10
1796 Fame, Trumpet//Pair of Scales, 3 ½ lbs. Quite scarce, these feature
reverses from Gloucester. I small spot, otherwise a very nice R&B UNC with original luster. $165.
SALISBURY
21
1796 Salisbury Cathedral//Arms. Luster an all brown beauty UNC $145.
YORKSHIRE
HUDDERSFIELD 14
1792 E. India house//Grocer’s arms. John Downing’s edge. When Downing
found that an identical token with a different edge was issued by a grocer in Lancashire, he pulled these
back and had more struck dated 1973. The 1792 is very RARE, and seldom seen. GVF $260.
HUDDERSFIELD 15a
1793 E India House//Grocer’s Arms. Brown nice UNC $115,.
HULL
17
1791 Equestrian statue of Wm. III//Arms of Hull. Bronzed full UNC $155.
LEEDS
35
1793 Bishop Blaze//Cloth hall. Minor marks, some pre strike UNC $110
LEEDS
46
1791 Bishop Blaze standing/Arms of Leeds. Super eye appeal, UN C $165.
LEEDS
54
ND Bishop Blaze standing//Hanging Fleece. AEF, very nice RARE $125.
SHEFFIELD
59
1794 Crossed Arrows//Clasped Hands some handling, net AU $110.

ANGLESEY
PAGE SEVEN
ANGLESEY 1D
6
1787 Druid/Cypher. “D” above date on rev, Pattern Token, Ch UNC $450.
ANGLESEY 1D
18
1787 Druid/Cypher. A full luster UNC $145
ANGLESEY 1D
47
1787 Druid/Cypher Pretty, a lacquered UNC so net AU, $95.
ANGLESEY 1D
81
1787 Druid/Cypher—tiny spot. UNC, the D&H Plate token!! Luster, $315.
ANGLESEY ½ D
268
1787 Druid/Cypher—Pattern by Westwood, only halfpenny with the 1787 date,
This has choice surfaces, is certainly RARE, and is UNC $650.
ANGLESEY ½ D
278
1788 Druid//Cypher. Ex Hamer sale, lot 403 part, Ex Gilbert, Ch UNC $175.
ANGLESEY ½ D
279
1788 Druid//Cypher Obv mostly red, rev fading red, UNC, luster $225.
ANGLESEY ½ D
308
1788 Druid//Cypher minor corrosion at rim UNC net AU $65.
ANGLESEY ½ D
380
1790 Druid//Cypher. Pattern piece by Boulton, 75 struck, and they were being
struck when they got the self ejecting collar to work. Without that collar, speed could not be obtained in
striking, and with the steam press in place, truly the beginning of modern coinage. This piece superb,
with prooflike luster, a gem to own. From my collection. $`1200.
GLAMORGAN ½ D 3a
1795 Bust L//Britannia. Perfect surfaces, luster, brown UNC $155.
CARMARTHEN
5
1795 Interior of Iron Works//Interior of forge. Usual flat strike on figures,
reverse quite strong, one tiny edge bump—net GVF-EF $125.
SCOTLAND
ANGUSSHIRE
12
ND Arms//Legend for Croom’s. Bzd Proof—Super Unc $150—AU. $65
ANGUSSHIRE
16
1796 Infirmary//Ship, &c. Full strike, super luster, UNC, hard to find nice $225.
ANGUSSHIRE
21
1797 Dundee. --Church steeple//Ancient Gateway. Minor two tone---AU $110.
Another, all fading red UNC with a couple small spots, $150.
LANARKSHIRE
UNL (1791) Glasgow trial piece for Boulton. Obverse, trial of the reclining river god as
on #2, struck off center. Reverse, concentric circles, fancy lines to edge, no other design. This piece is,
so far, unique. RRRR. Obverse AU or better, reverse as made. 14.18g weight. The only one $950.
GLASGOW
2a
1791. Reclining river god//Arms. . Bzd proof, lite handling UNC $150.
LOTHIAN
2
1796 A Stag’s Head/Shield, arms of Edinburgh. Really nice AU $65.
LOTHIAN
7
1797 New University//Gardener, spade. Luster, UNC $135. AU, $95.
LOTHIAN
10
1796. Archibald’s. Arms//Sells Seeds. Red in devices, AU $125.
ARCHIBALD’S
12
1796 Arms//Sells Seeds, &C. RARE variety, AEF $125.
CAMPBELL’S
14A 1796 Turk with pipe//Snuff Jar. About UNC, net AU $115.
HUTCHISON’S
23
1790 St. Andrew, Cross//Arms of Edinburgh. Brown, AU $65.
Another, Brown, great luster, Very choice UNC $155.
HUTCHISON’S
24
1790 As the last, 30% red, a super example UNC $175.
HUTCHISON’S
34
1791 Design as last,. Obv fading red, rev brown. Lustrous, UNC $175.
HUTCHISON’S
38
1791 Design as last, RARE, luster and nice AU $85.
HUTCHISON’S
39a
1791 Design as last, RARE, a nice VF $50.
LOTHIAN
52
1796 Register office/Britannia. 200 struck. Minor mks, UNC $195.
LOTHIAN
69
1796 FARTHING—Bird on a branch//Arms. Scarce, nice GVF, $68.
LOTHIAN
105
ND
FARTHING-- Mitchell’s Crossed Pipes//Tobacco &c. GVF, nice $65.
PERTH
4
1797 View of a church//Water Wheel. Bronzed UNC, full luster both sides,
Obverse with minor scuff in field, reverse is perfect. For this issue a superb example, UNC $275.
PERTH
What follows are some of the issues of Pat Maxwell, #7, 8, 9, and 9a.
PERTH
7
1797 Hank of Yarn, Flax//Arms of Perth. Lists RRR—nice surf, GVF $175
Another, a Bronzed VF, $65.
PERTH
8
1797 Same design, RARE, Tad red, some luster $145. Bzd GEF $110 EF $95.
PERTH
9
1797 Same design, Scarce, light scratches, AVF $35
PERTH
9a
1797 Same design, plain edge, Luster EF, better $155 Scarce.
PERTH
11
1798 FARTHING—Girl watering cloth//Ships, tower. GVF, $75.

IRELAND
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DUBLIN
`1
Interesting token and the only one in the entire book that is good for one penny in
provisions ONLY---it could not be spent as money. Made to give to the poor, to discourage drinking whiskey.
This piece has a few disturbances at the top of the Obverse, but is better than most examples seen, I would call
it GVF/VF. It is RARE, and a very collectable example. $150.
DUBLIN
91c Camac, Kyan, Camac—Hibernia, Harp//Cypher. GVF or better, $95.
DUBLIN
351
Parker’s, Hibernia, Anchor//Register Stove. AU $65.
DUBLIN
352c Design as the last, EF $55.
DUBLIN
377
Hibernia, harp//Cypher, pawnbroker’s halfpenny. VF $55.
I have here a collection of lower grade 18th C tokens, ranging from VG to VF, but some better, I see quite
a few EF and better pieces. . It covers the book, England, Scotland, Ireland, and Wales, with many pieces
from Warwickshire and from Anglesey. If anyone out there Is interested, will send you a list when I get it
made up. Prices of this material is reasonable these days, interesting items for little money. Let me know.
17th CENTURY FARTHINGS AND HALFPENNY TOKENS
PAGE EIGHT
These tokens were struck out of necessity for change. They are quite crude, and I generally try to find them in at
least Fine. They are a fun series, and the most popular tokens to collect in the UK. All are farthings unless
otherwise noted.
Bedfordshire
W28 John Samm//of Clifton (Draper’s Arms). RARE, nearly Very Fine $145.
Berkshire
W25 William Bvrly//In Reading 1655. GF, nice $65.
Buckinghamshire
W166 Frans’s Ingery in//Wickvm Parish, 1666 AG, readable if patient, RARE $25.
Cambridgeshire
W142 Iohn Bitten //of Linton. (griffin rampant, both sides) 1657. AVF, $85.
Dorsetshire
W9
The Bvourovgh of Blandford thiere Corporation///farthing for the vse of ye poore.
1669. Good Fine, a very strong piece, $55.
Dorsetshire
W53 The Arms of Dorchester//A Dorchester Farthing. 1669. AVF, nice $55.
Dorsetshire
W53-56 These differ with the number of turrets on the castle, etc,
The Arms of Dorchester//A Dorchester Farthing, 1669. Fine + $32.
Another, this one solid VF $65. And, a Brockage, of the reverse, with the castles,
Other side with incuse image of that, RARE, $115. Pair these up and have a
nice set, a reverse brockage, the other a normal token.
Gloucestershire
W214 George Skiner in//in Winchcombe 1663.( Man making candles). VF, nice $75.
Hertfordshire
W18 Thomas Ravens of //Barkway Chandler. ND rev bit porous, Fine, strong, $85
(A chandler he was, but Grocer’s Arms are seen as well. )
Hertfordshire
W46 Edward Gardner in//Bishops Stortford. 1668. ½ d, (a woolpack). AVF $65.
Hertfordshire
W157 Iohn Skidmore//In Rickmansworth 1666 ½ d. VF, (Mercer’s arms in a shield)
Could he be related to the 18th C token striker? Anyway, nice piece, $125.
Hertfordshire
W173 Edward Canfirld//in Saint Albans. 1656 (Roses above and below date). EF, this
piece has luster, a very sharp strike, great example. $150.
Kent
W385 Iames Rcse in/Beytdstone in Kent. (Grocer’s arms). VF/F, $45.
Kent
W569 Iohn Solley in //Wingham in Kent. (Lion Rampant). AVF, strong & nice $95.
EVASION TOKENSA-4 Cob A0040/S0030.
A-40 C OO60//D0080
A-173 C-----------A-182 G0386-0290
A-314 c G0990-B0060
A-379 G1240-E0010
A438 S0010-N0210

A numbers in Atkins. COB numbers in Cobwright.
Alfred the Great//South Wales (harp). Fine, strong lettering, $55.
Claudius Romanus//Delectat Rus—C. 1774. Net Fine, readable, $35
George Rules//North Wales (harp). 1760. About Fine, $38.
George Rules//Britain’s Isles. (Harp) 17-56? About Fine, date unclear $45.
God Save the King/Be as you seem to be. (3 crowns, tree). VF-F 1796 $35.
Guilielmus Shakespear/Eng-Land’s Glory. VF-GF $35. GVF $45. AEF $55.
Sr. Bevois Southampton//North Wales. (Harp) . D&H Hants 90. VF ex Doty $45.

PAGE NINE
19th CENTURY COPPER TOKENS
All pennies, unless otherwise noted.
Catalogue, Wither’s “British Copper Tokens, 1811-1820.” TAKE 20% OFF OF THESE.
Staffordshire, Bilston W33 Beehive, Cannon Balls.//James Athereton. 1813, nice VF $65.
Somerset, Bristol
W418 George III//Arms of Bristol. Full luster, cpl tiny mks, 1811 AU-UNC $145.
Somerset. Bristol
W522 Arms of Bristol//Prince of Wales’ crest. 1811 GVF just $25.
Somerset Bristol
W540 Bristol and S. Wales, Arms, Prince of Wales’crest. 1811 Luster, AEF $32.
British Copper Co
W563 British Lion standing left//Value. 1812 One stain, some red too, EF $35.
Cheadle Brass
W667 Cheadle Brass and Copper Co//Value. 1812. AEF, nice $35.
Yorkshire, Doncaster W720 Commerce standing, bales of goods Birkinsham//Value. GVF $45.
Keighley Workhouse W800 Workhouse countermark on a Union Co copper. 1812. VF/Fair, ctmks VF $45.
Norwich, Norfolk
W905 Lion and Lamb//Norwich castle. Barker issue 1811 AEF $75. EF super $195.
Norwich, Norfolk
W910. Robert Blake, large Twopence, some marks, net GVF $45.
Notts, Fellows
W950 J. M. Fellows, Arms//Castle net GVF, Nottingham castle EF+ $75.
Coins---Isles of Man KM 12 1839, Farthing, bust Victoria// Treskelis EF $55.
KM13, 1839, ½ d. Bust Victoria//Treskelis, VF or a bit better $35.
BOOKS----Samuel, R. T. --British Tokens—the Bazaar, Exchange, and Mart. From the pages of the Bazaar magazine,
1880-1889. Found and copied by Harold Welch, this book contains information not printed anywhere else, and
was the basis for all of the Bell books. A very hard to locate book, 90 hardbound editions, each are signed and
numbered, this #63. Do not delay on this book, it is-----Seldom offered, $350.
Lusk, Jon –a new book which expands Bell’s Commercial Coins and has superb plates and information, is
available now. “British and Irish Tradesmen’s copper Tokens 1787-1804” superb new information. Apply
to JON@LUSK.CC or in the UK, to Spink, London.
R. C. BELL---Tradesmen/s Tickets and Private Tokens, nice condition, with dust jacket $85. This is the
volume that has the low mintage private tokens, and discussion of them.
Seaby’s Catalogue of Copper Coins and Tokens of the British Isles. A thin volume with a full listing of
17th, all 18th, and 19th C copper and silver tokens. 1949 edition, a good and interesting little book with all
tokens in order, makes it easy to find things. In EF condition, owned by David Young in 1989, $35.
OTHER COINS AND TOKENS---EVASION TOKENS
Cobwright--“A Walk in the Monkolokian rainforest in search of the Spiney Fubbaduck”-Evasions, $27.
INFORMATIONAL VOLUMES AND OTHER BOOKS
SELGIN, GEORGE--GOOD MONEY--private enterprise and popular coinage--A look at the economics that
existed in Britain in the 18th Century, and how the tokens affected life. Superb, SB, BOOK NEW $28.
WHITTLESTONE, EWING----Royal commemorative medals of Queen Victoria 1837-1901. Card covered,
new, a listing of all Victoria medalets excluding the Jubilees of 1887 and 1897. $35. Now $15, close out.
18th Century--Dalton and Hamer on line guide also being offered by Mike Dlugosz--, $75, ask me.
Dr Sriro's 18th C collection on a CD, ASK at gsriro@gmail.com with population report, great info --British Commonweath Coins, 1971 edition, better known as a Dowle and Finn, with values for 160 countries
in 4 to 7 grades. This was, and still is, one of the better basic reference works. With shipping $20.
Canadian Coins---Charlton, Collector and Maple Leaf issues, 2011. Softbound. As NEW, $10 shipped .
Making the Grade, Coin values grading guide, Photos of all US coins in every grade, really useful.$18
shipped. I have found this book to be useful indeed, each coin in oversize photos.
Coins of Scotland, J. D. Bateson. From Roman coins to the restoration, wonderful book $15 shipped.
Coins of England, Spink, the 2013 edition, as new with 3-4 price levels on each piece. $15 shipped.
This is a book that many collectors buy yearly, but this gives you a good idea of values.
AND---a rarity, a hardbound book, by Louis Mullgardt, The Architecture and Landscape Gardening of the
1915 San Francisco Exposition. 202 pages, description and photo of each item covered. Shipped, $12.

THE FUN STUFF, medals and more
PAGE TEN
World War II—During 1942-1945 American airmen and infantry, parachutests, and others were always in
danger of being caught behind enemy lines. They carried silk maps, one sided, and if the map got wet is was
not destroyed, it was simply dried out. First offering is the European theatre of war, comprising seven maps
covering every country Of the seven maps offered, there is one duplicate, that of Germany itself. These are a
bit more common than the Pacific theater, and the price for each map is $50, All seven are $325.
THE PACIFIC THEATRE----These maps, of which there are three, were issued in 1943 and 1944, two color
silk maps showing southeast China, Luzon Island, Japan, and other locations. A downed airman needed these,
but as you might suspect there were not many maps saved. Much harder to find than the European maps.
American airmen, emergency maps, three, $250.
American Colonial, AE, 51mm, a copy of the original but of the era, there is even a bit of red in the devices.
General “Mad Anthony” Wayne on the obverse, “Stoney Point” &c, the reverse showing the Battle of Stoney
Point. In exergue, 1776. A very strong
copy of the 1776 original. When I first
saw it thought it must be an electrotype, but it has mint red in some devices. .No question about it being
original-- it is not. A later manufacture, the medal is part of the Comitas Americana series. EF or better, $395.
1781---the Battle of Yorkstown---- this a 1981 commemorative proof, 51mm, “ solid bronze” on the edge, and
struck to a prooflike brilliance. Very pretty, heavy piece, flashy and as new. $18.
A chance to own a really rare medal-----Bust of Hampden, obverse states 1594 to 1643. Reverse, a wreath,
but no legend. This medal is bronzed, 54mm, copper. John Hampden’s complimentary medal was struck in
1863, and is listed in British Historical Medals as BHM 2788. The medal is about as made, no marks or stains,
decent luster, and really lovely to look at. Hampden was a leading parliamentarian politician who challenged
the authority of Charles 1. In 1637 he stood trial for his refusal to pay the ship money tax. BHM lists only a
single specimen of this medal, that in the Ashmolean Museum. !! This is a second example, and was put away
in Baldwin’s basement safe. One of Two known? Yours for $395.
A LISTING OF A FEW CIRCUS TOKENS
CIRCUS TOKENS---These are listed by Withers Token Book 3, and the prices indicated have little
connection with reality of what they sell for at auction. I bought these at auction, and was chased boldly up the
chain to get them, they came from a collection by David Young, who bought these when he stumbled on to
them, I see pieces from Noble (1998) to almost the present day, and the grades are from Good to AU. He
bought what he found, and seldom found better. So, an offering not to be duplicated any time soon.
Great Allied Circus---hexagonal brass sixpence, entrance token, Gallery 6 pence reverse. GVF, nice $275.
Ex Noble, Schwer in 1984, Young. Looks EF or better. W962, Brass.
Lord George Sanger—a 6d and a 2/- “Lord George the original”, value reverse, 31mm, 24mm, $225 pair.
George Sanger was an old timer, early 19th century. Two pieces, Brass, W972, 973-- GVF.
Riley and McCallum’s Hippodrome---brass, W971. Man standing on two horses galloping right----reverse
with ostrich pulling cart above, Elephant and castle below. 32mm. This piece about Fine, holed for suspension,
$175. VG-F, Quite a bit of wear, but RARE, this piece seldom found.
Welch and Co Hippodrome W980. Horse galloping left//PIT rev. 32mm, some red EF nice $230. Ex Noble
Hippodrome de Circque de Soullier around, Louis Soullier, Brass, with horsewoman cantering to left-W977, 33mm, reverse, Troisieme in center, Moon and star above and below. Good Fine, unholed. $200.
Bannister’s travelling circus 26mm W955 –Brass, 26mm, Man holding whip---“ Riding Master Returns (to
Bannister’s) thanks to the public in general” //Man holding flag, standing on back of horse galloping left.
Minor stain obv., solid Fine, nice, ex McCarthy, Young, RARE, $350.
OLYMPIC GAMES, 1936. RARE Meissen brown porcelain 166mm medal, the obvers with the stadium in
the center, and some ground layout to the sides, “Reichsportsfeld Berlin” 1936. Reverse dated, with a bell in the
center and the Olympic rings. “Olympische Spiele Berlin” around. Perfect condition, in the original padding
and box as purchased at the games. And 166mm is correct, largest I have seen. RARE as can be, like new $440.
Death of Winston Churchill---A commemorative of his passing, this large silver (82.4g) piece, by Spink and
Son Ltd when on St. James St. in London, is 57mm across. Bust of Churchill facing forward, in exergue 1965,
the reverse with a German shaking his fist at British planes in the sky. As new, original box, super $165.

The Fun Stuff, continued
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Cook Island Proof Set 1975---A seven piece set, from one cent to a dollar, brilliant proofs in a plastic
holder…. Each piece with either a bird, fish, flower or Pineapple, the dollar coin has an image of the ancient
god Tangoroa ---who is a male and certainly anatomically correct. The set is housed in a light brown case, and
the original box as well. As made and all looks new. A bit risqué, but very well made----The set, $45.
Marconi’s wireless Telegraph Company, Limited. Issued bond , 4 February, 1908., for one share. No
payments made, it still has all 20 of the coupons are attached. Signed issuer Henry W Allen. The funds are in
British Sterling. Not a common item to find, this is warrant #A 3575, and it can be yours. $145.
Wells Fargo & Co. This is a sight draft issued to SolomanWalters, and signed by him on the reverse, the value
being $1000 in gold coin!! Issued as a first of exchange, dated San Francisco, January 18, 1871. The order was
sent to the New York City office at 84 Broadway, and ultimately was claimed by Sorenson, Perkins and Co, by
their representative George S. Miller. A good way to see how things were transferred, done entirely by
telegraph the order though to New York by the San Francisco office, as a sight draft. In Gold!! VF $135.
Iron Ring Money, of the Gold Coast, West Africa. Roughly 60mm round, with opening at one point so it
could be carried, most likely attached to a person. Weight 85.8 grams. As made, yours for $20.
German shooting festival “thaler”, 1881, silver, 38mm. German eagle with fancy die work, the reverse with a
crossbow. Awarded at a shooting festival in Munich, in 1881. Close to new, $135. Neat medal.
Gustav Stresemann---By Karl Goetz---K432. -Stresemann at one point the German Foreign Minister, and he
was a Nobel Prize winner, as in 1926 he was awarded same for being a founder of the League of Nations. He
died in 1929, and the medal is so dated. It is in a holder dedicated to this medal, which is cast Silver, without
taking it out of the holder I get 60mm, and EF and better. His name is on the holder in gold. His bust on the
obverse, the reverse with tablets marking high points of his career, “Locarno, 1925, Geneva (League of
Nations) 1926, Haag (the Young plan) 1929. Stresmann shared the Nobel Prize with Briand. Reasonable at
$175.
William III, Regis----A pamphlet, printed in 1697, explaining the Proclamation issued by William III in 1696
regard to an Act for the better preventing the counterfeiting of the current coin of the kingdom. As new $25.
Buffalo NY Exposition, 1901---a 8” long souvenir all glass hatchet, Buffalo embossed, date, the blade of the
hatchet has some small chips, otherwise it is as made. Interesting item, $65.
TWO 16th Century lead tokens, one VF, initials both sides, Other VG, uniface, the pair for $30.
George V coronation medal,1911. Copper 38mm. EF. King and Queen//shield, Bridewell Hospital. EF $30.
Applegate’s Palace of Flying Animals---1889 New Jersey. 2 donkeys talking, obverse. (actually, a merry go
round)---very neat token, 28mm, GVF, AE, good for a ride. Very different good for piece, $45.
Victoria Model Penny, circa 1844, ring of copper, White Metal insert, Bust Victoria, piece VF+, luster $25.
Warrington (England) 1850//Police and Fire. Given to firemen so they could collect payment, VF $22.
Rochester, (NY) Railway (View of electric trolley). White Metal, Strong images, about EF, 1900 est. $75.
Jeton---England. Ae 22mm, beaded border—Crowned Head//Cross Moline, F-VF, 18th C, $40. RARE.
Lloyds Newspaper, Counterstamps on a 1806 English penny. Obverse”Lloyd’s Weekly Newspaper 3d Post
Free” ----Reverse, “Purchase No.one of Lloyds last publication” Coin fair, CTSP VF-EF. $10.
Bavarian Bird Breeders, silver medal 32.5mm. Stonechat sits on a branch//Rev, club info. EF, nice $35.
Calendar Medal, 1907. Woman sitting on sign for Matchless Metal Polish, Liverpool—Reverse with the
calendar. this piece aluminum , and about new, luster, WM, 38mm, bright and nice $35.
French medal, 36mm 1914, at opening of WWI---Obverse, Woman with torch on horseback, in front of Paris,
“Nach Paris”,// Reverse, “The Prussian is cruel by birth—Civiliation will make it ferocious” ( a quote from
Goethe)---in the center, remember Louvain, the Lusitania, Edith Cavell, Captain Fryatt, The Zepplin Victims.
There is no question whose side this is for in this war. Copper, 36mm, EF, Super piece $95.
DAILY MAIL Pushball tournament---Silvered AE, 1930, obverse, two men push a large ball, which says
Daily Mail. Reverse, a wreath, “Ice Drome, Hammersmith, Daily Mail Vs. Visitors to the rink. Winner, L.
Bright on May 3, 1930. Striking obverse design, piece easily EF $25.
Leeds Motorcycle Club—Obverse a shield.with a hanging fleece---Reverse, a wreath, inside which is “Leeds
to Edinburgh and back” 1911. The winner of the race was K. Ellis. AE, 29mm, early award--- EF. $35.
USA---Bashlow Continental Dollar restrike, 1961, this piece as new. Full luster. $75.

TERMS OF SALE
The Conder Token Collector’s Club invites you to join. Quarterly Journal, professionally produced, and
many articles & ads to enjoy. $25 or £20 per year. Contact me if interested---its well worth belonging!
ABREVIATIONS AND GRADING
The English grading system is used on all tokens, but the grading abbreviations are USA. A British EF is an
American AU, and can be a token with slight rub or as good as MS62. . Scr= scratch. Hfs, =holed for
suspension. Rm=rim nick. UNC—no wear. AU—Tad rub. to MS 62. EF— light circulation. VF-Very fine.
F-Fine. VG Very good. G-Good. Complete list of American/British differences sent on request.
All tokens guaranteed genuine, and descriptions correct. Tokens may be returned within 30 days of receipt for
any reason, and refunds will be prompt. All coins and tokens guaranteed genuine for life. Your satisfaction is
far more important than a sale. No discounts will be given for the first 30 days of the sale.
All orders will be shipped upon receipt of payment to Bill McKivor in US funds. Please do not mail cash.
Shipment will be held until funds clear if you are unknown to me. All items to the USA sent insured.
Shipping charges-$7 minimum, to $200. Not signed for, to $500, $15. Signed for, $500+ $18. Over $600 will
be sent Registered, $18 plus the insurance balance, most will be $20 and up.
Foreign orders all registered, now $30. Books, please ask, by weight and volume it will vary.
ORDERING
Please give the List #, MAJOR HEADING, MINOR HEADING, D&H number, and price when ordering.
By Phone---(206) 244-8345 Daytime hours and evenings until 10PM. Please let it ring---By E-mail---A great way to order or ask about tokens--- Copperman@Thecoppercorner.com
By mail to: Bill McKivor, PO Box 46135, Seattle, WA 98146.

THE COPPER CORNER
PO BOX 46135
SEATTLE, WA 98146

